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Customized Stretch Wrappers with Advanced Technology since 1994 
 

ROPING AND BANDING OPTIONS                 

❖ Create air flow and ventilation for your product 
❖ Increase load containment where necessary without breaking the film 
❖ Secure, lock and contain product to the pallet especially unusual shapes 
❖ Prevent the film from tearing on sharp pallet corners 

 
 

ADJUSTABLE ROPING BAR 
Adds thickness to the bottom of the film while being dispensed to  
prevent the film from tearing on sharp pallet corners and improves  
load containment. All HP (high profile turntable) models are equipped  
with a standard roping bar and it is optional for LP (low profile turntable). 
 
MANUAL ROPING DEVICE 
A simple device that mounts on the film carriage that is manually 
adjustable to create a single rope. This option is only available on  
semi-automatic models. Watch a video: MANUAL ROPER 
 
AIR FLOW/FILM SPLITTER 
A unique device that splits the film before it leaves the 
film carriage into 2 or 3 bands. The bands are then passed 
through a manually adjustable roping device to control the  
width of the bands. This option is only available on  
semi-automatic models. Watch a video: AIR FLOW/FILM SPLITTER 

 
PALLET LOCK ROPING DEVICE  
The most effective method of securing the load to the pallet. Easily  
programmed using the standard microprocessor and touchscreen to  
apply the roped or normal full web film for additional holding force  
where needed, provide air flow if required and to prevent film  
breakage on sharp product or pallet corners.   
AIR REQUIRED – Includes a quiet air compressor.  
Standard Roping Programs:   
•  Rope Base off/on Base Roping Revolutions (0-9) 
•  Rope Ascending off/on 
•  Rope Top off/on 
•  Top Roping Revolutions (0-9) 
•  Rope Descending off/on                                                      Watch a video:  PALLET LOCK & AUTO FILM CUT 
                  

 
TOLL FREE: 888-209-4344  PH: 905-678-6655  FAX: 905-678-3429 
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